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Part I: Course Structure and 
Information 



Learning Objectives

http://www.munmund.net/CS6474_Spring2022.html

• Goal: How and why social computing works?

http://www.munmund.net/CS6474_Spring2021.html


Objective of the Paper



Grading
• Reflection on Assigned Class Readings (any/best 10) - 25% (2.5% each) 
• : Piazza link for submission of reading reflections

: Piazza for asynchronous discussion
• Class Attendance/Participation - 10%
• Assignment I - 12%
• Assignment II - 18%
• Term Project - 35%
• : Project Proposal - 8%
• : Project Proposal Presentations - 5%
• : Final Project Presentation - 5%
• : Final Report - 17%



Required Skills



Important notes about skills



Course Materials/Logistics



Participation in Class Readings



Piazza



Assignment I



Assignment II

• Data analytic questions



Term Project



Term Project



Late Policy



English as Second Language



Academic Integrity



Help and Resources



If you need to reach me or the TA…



COVID-19 Protocols



Part II: Defining “Social 
Computing” / Background



Quoting Wikipedia: 
“Social computing is an area of computer science that 
is concerned with the intersection of social behavior 
and computational systems. It is based on creating or 
recreating social conventions and social contexts 
through the use of software and technology.”



Why Social Computing?

Interact
• Expressions
• Gestures
• Spoken Word
• Written Word

Sensitive to the people 
around

Make decisions shaped 
by social context
• Choosing a restaurant
• Crossing the street

Doing what others do 
and following what 
others say

Humans are 
Social



Theoretical and Infrastructure 
Basis of Social Computing



Major Application Areas of Social Computing

Social computing  applications are driven by the needs to: 

•Develop better social software to facilitate interaction and communication among groups of 

people (or between people and computing devices),

•Computerize aspects of human society, and

•Forecast the effects of changing technologies and policies on social and cultural behavior



A) An example of a social computing system 
(that exists online)

Why?
B) An example of a non-social computing 
system (that exists online)

Why?

Class Activity



Social Computing Tools

BLOG WIKI Social Networks

RSS Social 
Bookmarking VOIP

Others
• Internet Forums
• Multimedia Sharing
• Virtual Reality





A Brief Historical Analogy



Background

 1960s:   J.C.R. Licklider headed the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) 
and cowrote  a paper on “The Computer as a Communication Device” with 
Robert Taylor

 In this paper, Licklider and Taylor outlined methods of computer-aided group 
collaboration

 ARPA ultimately led to ARPANET, the predecessor to Internet. 

 Meanwhile, Douglas Englebart’s lab at SRI created the first hypermedia online 
system, NLS (oNLine System).

 1970s: The first collaborative software, EIES (Electronic Information Exchange 
System)

 1980s: Groupware appeared 



Early Efforts of Social Computing

•IBM first developed a multiparty chat environment, Babble, in 1997

•Babble and its Web-based successor, Loops, can support synchronous and 

asynchronous textual conversation among small to medium-sized workgroups

•Microsoft’s Wallop project provides a tool that enables users to author lightweight

 content online and build conversations in the context of their social networks.

•In addition to Microsoft and IBM, many research labs and companies, including Intel,

•FXPAL, HP, PARC, Mitsubishi, MITRE,AT&T, Nokia, NASA, and Google, actively conduct

•social computing research



Part III: Introductions
closest social computing project, if any
what you want to learn from the class


